Syrian Equals Sirian
By Anna Von Reitz

In the world of ancient history and ancient languages, transliteration is common. Words with similar sounds can be spelled in similar ways in many languages, especially Proper Nouns. This "similar but not the same" phenomenon arises from differences in the languages themselves, and their spelling conventions.

The use of "y" to stand for the "i" sound is relatively recent, so we can surmise that "Sirian" is the more ancient spelling for today's "Syrian".

And where does the name "Sirian" appear in ancient scripture and other texts? It occurs in reference to the "Morning Star" --- or "Dog Star", Sirius. Satan is referred to as the "Son of the Morning Star" --- a being created at the dawn of time, and forever associated with Sirius, the Morning Star.

So Satan was a Sirian, and we can guess that the "Fallen Angels" ---- and the other Angels loyal to God, the Creator, were Sirians, too. In the great panoply of Galactic History, we have been told -- clearly and concisely - that these angels, whose war has affected our own history, were from Sirius and in our languages, that makes them Sirians. Or Syrians. And on Earth, we are given good reason to think that they touched down in the Fertile Crescent region, and spread into and populated Syria.

It is this search for the "gods" that has formed the international impetus to invade Syria in the present day---- and created the motivation to destroy much of the archeological evidence of this extraterrestrial colonization by angelic forces, too.

Men seek the power of the angels, because they observe that angels destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah, and did many other superhuman things, like flying and disappearing into thin air---- and men think that they will attain these powers by learning the secrets of the angels, which many of them think of in terms of advanced technologies.

After all, if we believe the ancient texts and hieroglyphics discovered in places like Gobekli Tepe, the angels were using advanced technology and engaging in interstellar travel thousands of years ago. We would be stupid to ignore the possibility that they left valuable information behind--- information that could lead to advances in science, technology, and----- of course, warfare.

It was this that prompted the Nazis to begin their worldwide search for ancient archeological sites, and after they found them and extracted anything valuable, it is also
what prompted the Nazis to destroy and/or bury so many archeological sites--- especially in North Africa.

It would stun many people worldwide to learn that more Nazi bombs were dropped on uninhabited archeological sites in North Africa than any bombing campaign addressed against then-current military targets. Rommel was engaged in a desperate race to uncover, photograph, and then either bury or destroy archeological sites.

The V-2 self-guided (drone) bomb and the Mercury propulsion engine the Nazis were working on at the end of the Second World War were both inspired by ancient archeological findings ---the technology of the angels. Much of Nikola Tesla's work was similarly inspired.

And now, we come to today and the vicious war that has been conducted in Syria and against "Syrians" for the same purposes of discovery and self-interested destruction by modern con artists and war-mongers.

There is no reason to suppose that the people now living in Syria are descendants of the Fallen; instead, there are many sites across the Middle East and also in America that prove the existence of the Nephilim, the race of giants that, according to the Old Testament and many other records, resulted when the ancient Sirians bred with mankind---both the Fallen and the Nephilim are long gone, but modern day Syrians have borne the brunt of invasion by both NATO and Russia, and their innocent people have been made to suffer the destruction of their homes along with their archeological sites and museums.

We should all be appalled on a worldwide basis and we should all condemn the destruction of Syria and of Syria's archeological sites by both NATO and Russia. This history and the technological discoveries resulting from it belong to all mankind, for better or worse.

It should not matter to us to know that the story of the Holy Family and of Yehushuah far pre-dates anything that happened 2,000 years ago---this story and the moral teachings associated with it came to us from a distant star-system, yet the truths embodied are the same. The principles of eternal life based in eternal love are the same.

The only ones who stand to lose from this denouement are those who have set themselves up as religious leaders -- leaders who have prospered on plagiarism and taken advantage of the innocence of their audience.

As for the angelic technology, this is not something that can or should be fought over like bones being contested by a pack of dogs. It is inevitable that this technology will be "discovered" and used worldwide, and it is equally inexorable that we must struggle with the moral questions and practical problems that accrue from this knowledge.

We stand on the doorstep of physical immortality, a time long foretold, wherein disease and disappointment and misery disappear like the morning mist. And this is a good thing, even though it requires us to profoundly change our mind maps and assumptions, and especially our attitude toward procreation.

With everyone living "forever" --- relative to our lifespans now -- we must alter our careless ideas and practices about bringing children into this world, review the way we treat children, how we educate them, how we value them, too. The reckless, unthinking,
animal-like procreation of earlier times has to go away. and the ability and right to procreate must be taken not only for the divine gift it is, but also the profound responsibility it represents.

The specter of eugenics is being fostered and promoted for practical reasons by those with little imagination and delusions of grandeur, such that they propose to act as the arbiters of our divinity. This cannot be allowed. At the same time, we all bear a new cross --- to be taught and to think in terms of the sacredness of life and the responsibility we bear as we bring new life into the Universe.

We call upon all nations to stop the carnage and senseless arms race mentality that has thus far led to the destruction of Syria, and for the creation of a sensible and fair-minded international committee to oversee the excavation of archeological sites worldwide ----and to make the discoveries available worldwide.

In this way we may finally come to value ourselves as part of the Universe and give up the childish egocentricity that has been the hallmark of our history thus far. When we were children, we thought as children --- but now that we are men and women, we must set aside childish things, and progress as we are meant to progress as part of All That Is.

We issue this plea to all other nations and all leaders in every country and sphere of endeavor. We cannot do this alone. We cannot overcome the assumptions of power-mongers and the acts of evil men without a very broad-spectrum response from everyone in every country worldwide---saying enough is enough.

We know why you, the Perpetrators, are causing all this war in the Middle East and Ukraine.

We know why you, the Perpetrators, are causing the destruction of much of the human race through these False Vaccines.

There is no protection from the truth. The Truth simply is, and it remains present, in spite of what we might say or do or think.

Stop this genocide and destruction now. Remember that what you do unto others will be done in the same way unto you. This is the literal Law of Creation. Heed it well.

Anna Maria Riezinger, Fiduciary
The United States of America
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